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ABSTRACT: 

     The main goal of  the project is,giving the 

Employment and Umemployment rate of the state 

Tamil Nadu.In our state (Tamil Nadu) most of the 

people are unemployed .We are going to give some 

ideas and suggestions to increase Employment 

percentage in our state (Tamil Nadu).Collecting the 

data regarding this project from library,websites 

,articles and through the questionaries. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION: 
JOB: 

Your Career Aspirations are your vision for your 

Future. The Regular Work that a person does to 

earn money. 

As, humans, we need responsibility. We do our 

best when there are people counting on us. We 

need to feel like our actions are making a 

difference in the world. Work Provides direction 

and purposes in our life. 

 

JOB ANALYSIS: 

A statistical survey on the percentage of 

employment and Unemployment over the State. 

 
 

INCOME: 

The Money you receive regularly as 

payment for your work or as interest on money you 

have saved. The money a person to spend and save 

for future. It helps us get some of life’s intangibles-

freedom or independence, the opportunity to make 

the most of our skills and talents, the ability to 

choose our own course in life, financial security. 

With money, much good can be done and much 

unnecessary suffering avoided or eliminated. 

 
 

POPULATION UPTO JOB 

As Per Aadhar statistics in 2022/2023 is 

76,481,545(76,.48 Millions) as compared to last 

census 2011 is 72,147,030 growth to 6.01% percent 

of population increased from year 2011 in Tamil 

Nadu. 
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EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT: 

EMPLOYMENT: 

 
 

Employment most generally means the 

state of having a paid job being employed. To 

employ someone is to pay them to work. An 

Employer Provides Employment to Employees. 

Employment can also refer to the act of Employing 

People, as in We are Working to increase our 

Employment of Women. 

 

EMPLOYED PEOPLE IN TAMILNADU 

• 25,400,000 

 

EMPLOYMENTRATE 

● 50% 

  

 

HOW TO FIND EMPLOYMENT RATE? 

 

 
 

UNEMPLOYMENT: 

 
 

DEFINITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT: 

⮚ The State of being without any work both for 

an Educate and Uneducated person, for earning 

one’s livelihood is meant by unemployment. 

⮚ Unemployment is defined as a situation where 

someone of working age is not able to get a job 

but would like to be in full- time Employment. 

⮚ Unemployment is a phenomenon that occurs 

when a person who is actively searching for 

Employment is unable to find work. 

 

UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE IN TAMILNADU 

• 41,200,000 

• 4.12 % 

 

UNEMPLOYMENTRATE 

HOW TO CALCULATE UNEMPLOYMENT 

RATE? 
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CALCULATION OF EMPLOYMENTAND 

UNEMPOYMENT RATE: 

DEFINITION OF LABOUR FORCE: 

Labour Force comprises of the civilian population 

aged 15 years and over who are able and willing to 

work. It includes those who are classified as: 

● Employed (full time or part time) and 

● Unemployed. 

  

EMPLOYMENT RATE: 

                                        = 50% 

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: 

 

The unemployment Rate is calculated as  

 
Unemployment Rate =      unemployed persons x 100 

                                               Labour Force 

 

                                =   41,200,000 x 100 

                              25,400,000+41,200,000 

 

                               =   4.12% 

 

QUESTIONARIE: 

Questions to the pubic their suggestions about 

Employment Increase. 

Their Honest Opinions 

1. A Man whose is a B.S.c Chemistry 

Graduate(A tution handling Teacher) has said 

that when the Government School has the 

facilities of private school then many students 

will join Government schools the need of 

Teachers will Increase the Vacancy of 

Teachers will be filled. 

2. A Scheme of Startup Amount for Self-

Employment. 

3. Construction of roads and railways generates 

employment opportunities. If there is 

development in roadways, the rural farmers 

can also transport their produce to other 

villages, thus facilitating the job opportunities 

to those involved in transport and trade. 

4. Credit facilities - Loans and other Credit 

Facilities should be provided at a Low Rate of 

Interest for establishing own small Business 

and for better Agricultural Facilities. 

5. The opening of schools in rural areas can 

promote employment opportunities by 

appointing teachers, headmaster and office 

staff. This, in turn, helps in the literacy rate 

also. 

6. Now, villages are also becoming a picnic spot 

for many. Promoting tourist activities not only 

encourage job opportunities for educated rural 

youth like tourist guide but also increases the 

income of the region 

7. Government can promote jobs and decent 

work through Procurement strategies – which 

can explicitly encourage and support local 

service providers, and create conditions on the 

quality of jobs that are offered. 

 

II. CONCLUSION: 
Here we have came to the end of our project on the 

topic. 

  Job Analysis in Society and Income. We 

would like to share our experience while doing this 

project. We learnt many new things about 

Employment and Unemployment of Tamil Nadu 

and it was a wonderful learning experience for us 

while working on this project. This Project has 

developed my thinking Skills and more Interest in 

this subject. This Project gave us real insight in the 

Statistical Analysis of Job Percentage and what are 

all the options to increase Employment. 
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